Subject Index

Numbers
4W (What, Where, When, Who) vocabulary mapping 151–155

A
Administrative electronic document organization 137–142
Alzheimer’s Disease International (ADI) 326
Amazonian Paraense culture 84–89
American Sign Language (ASL) 282, 284–286. See also Keysigns
Archival description, of Web documents 118–123
Astronomical research 307–312
Authorial voice (Concept) 22–27
Automated clustering of concepts 334–336. See also Category clusters, Clustering of concepts, Human clustering of concepts
– Comparison with human clustering 336–338

B
Bias in knowledge organization 256–260
Bibliographical classification, Comparison with scientific classification 235–236, 240
Bilingual thesaurus 70–76. See also Compendex Thesaurus, INSPEC Thesaurus, Thesaurus, Thesaurus construction, Thesaurus development
– Conceptual relationships in 71–76
Bliss Bibliographic Classification 2nd edition (BC2) 43–49
Bloom’s Taxonomy, As learning objects classification structure 15–21

C
Canada, E-mail management practices in public administrations 347–352
Categorization process, Impact on memory 326–330
Category clusters, Use by people with early stage dementia 326–330. See also Clustering of concepts, Human clustering of concepts
Children’s resources, Use of controlled vocabulary 354–359
Chinese bibliographic classification 275–280
Chinese library catalogue (Seven Epitomes) 275–280
CiteULike 320, 322–323
Classical Tamil studies 70–76
Clustering of concepts 333–339. See also Automated clustering of concepts, Category clusters, Human clustering of concepts
Code4Lib community, Use of social tagging in 313–316
Cognition, and everyday classification 249–255
Communities of practice, Use of social tagging in 313–318
Compendex Thesaurus 184–189. See also Bilingual thesaurus, INSPEC Thesaurus, Thesaurus, Thesaurus construction, Thesaurus development
Competitive intelligence (CI), Use of filtering systems in 367–372
Complex concepts, Interpretation of 295–301
Conceptual coherence 3–7
Conceptual models 3–7
– Interoperability of 124–129
– Knowledge-based theories 5–6
– Similarity-based theories 4–5
Controlled semantics 229–233
Controlled vocabularies. See also Uncontrolled vocabularies
– Application of intertextual semantics on 36–41
– Use for children’s resources 354–359
– Use for image indexing 77–82
Corporate websites structure 157–160
Cross-language information retrieval systems 91–96
Cultural identity 1
– In knowledge representation systems 84–89
Cultural markers 56–61
Cultural websites 56–61
Culture, Impact on subject field development 340–345. See also under Databases

D
Darfur crisis, Discourse on 304–305
Databases, As a cultural form 270–271
del.icio.us 314, 316–318
– Tagging patterns in 164–169
Derrida’s theory on logocentrism 226–227
Descriptive practices of archives, For the Web 118–123
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC). See also under Facets
– Hidden relationships in 8–14
– Relative Index (RI) 8–14
– Use of mixed translations in 98–103
Dewey’s Desimalklassifikasjon 99–103
Digitization practices within national libraries 111–116
Discourse analysis 302–306
Discourse community 302–306
– Linguistic analysis on 304–306

E
E-mail management practices in Canadian public administrations 347–352
E-mail Pragmatic Framework model 347, 349–350
Epistemology 216–221
Ethics in knowledge organization 361–365
– Ethical problems 364
– Ethical values 363–364
Everyday classification process, Role of cognition in 249–255

F
Faceted information infrastructures for websites 105–110. See also Faceted knowledge system, Faceted terminology, Facets
Faceted knowledge system for administrative document organization 137–142. See also Faceted information infrastructures, Faceted terminology, Facets
Faceted terminology, Semi-automatic management of 43–49. See also Faceted information infrastructures, Faceted knowledge system, Facets
Facets. See also Faceted information infrastructures, Faceted knowledge system, Faceted terminology
– Definition 106
– Use in libraries websites 108–109
– Use in museums websites 108–109
– Used in the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) 50–54
Feinberg’s theory on subjectivity in classification 256–260
Filtering systems in competitive intelligence (CI) 367–372
FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographical Records) model 63–68, 127–129, 131–136
G
Gender studies, Terminological analysis of 340–345
Geographic location, Influence on research topics 307–312

H
Hermeneutics in knowledge organization 29–34
Hjørland’s theory on knowledge organization 256–260
– Comparison with Feinberg’s theory on subjectivity in classification 256–260
Hjørland’s typology of epistemological positions 242–248
– Applied in analysis of Kaiser’s theory of systematic indexing 243–248
Human clustering of concepts, Comparison with automated clustering 336–338. See also Automated clustering of concepts, Category clusters, Clustering of concepts
Husserl’s phenomenological approach to human experience
– Noesis (component of the approach) 250–255
Hypertext organization of documents 177–183
Hypertext systems, Semantic structure of 177–183

I
Image indexing 77–82. See also Indexing of visual collections, Multilingual image indexing, Multilingual image retrieval
Indexing consistency
– And indexing exhaustivity 144–150
– Measures 144–150
Indexing exhaustivity, And indexing consistency 144–150
Indexing of visual collections 289–293. See also Image indexing
InFile Evaluation Campaign (INformation, FILtering, Evaluation) 370–371. See also Filtering systems, Information filtering in competitive intelligence process
Info-aesthetics 272–274
Information filtering in competitive intelligence process 367–372. See also InFile Evaluation Campaign (INformation, FILTERing, Evaluation)

Information organization frameworks
– Structure of 262–268

Information retrieval
– By children 354–355
– In crosscultural context 91–96
INSPEC Thesaurus 184–189. See also Bilingual thesaurus, Compendex Thesaurus, Thesaurus, Thesaurus construction, Thesaurus development

Institutional identity (Concept), Relationship with national libraries 113–116

Institutional repositories in the UK 196–201

Integrative Level Classification (ILC) 203–209

Interdisciplinary searching behaviour 184–189

Interoperability between conceptual models 124–129

Interpretation of complex concepts by records management experts and novices 295–301

Intertextual semantics 36–41. See also Social semantics

K

Kaiser’s theory of systematic indexing 242–248

Keysigns 282–287. See also American Sign Language (ASL)

Knowledge organization (Concept)
– As a cultural form 269–274
– Philosophical approach 1

Knowledge organization (Discipline), Recent developments in 210–215

Knowledge organization and representation (KOR), Ethics 361–365

Knowledge organization system analysis 242–248

Knowledge representation of cultures 84–89

Knowledge sharing, Impact of technological developments on 313–318

L

LCSH Tree 171–175. See also under Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH)

Learning objects
– Classification of 15–21
– Metadata representations of 15–21

Legal resources workflow, Conceptual representation of 63–68

León Manifesto 203–209

Libraries identity 111–116

Libraries websites 105–110

Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). See also LCSH Tree
– Hierarchical structure of 170–176
– Visualization software tool 170–176

Linguistic tools for specialized translation 374–380

Liu Xin 劉欽 (Classificationist) 275–280

Local practices in indexing, In opposition with standard practices 289–293

Localisation of cultural websites 56–61

Logical positivism, Influence on information systems (IS) 29–34

Logocentrism (Derrida’s concept) 226–227

M

Manovich’s theory on culture 269–274
– Concept of info-aesthetics in 272–274

MÁTrIkSz (General Information Retrieval Language Dictionary) 95–96

Medicine 50–54

Memory process 326–330

Mental models of bibliographic universe 131–136

Metadata interoperability 124–129

Metadata schema 124–129


Mixed translations of Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 98–103. See also Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC); See also under Facets
– Norwegian model 99
– Swedish model 99–100

Model for Hypertext Organization of Documents (HTXM) 177–183

Mooers’s Method of Descriptors 266–267

Moving Image Collections (MIC) website 56–61

Multi-document summarization 333–339

Multi-viewed knowledge system for administrative document organization 137–142

Multilingual image indexing 77–82. See also Image indexing, Indexing of visual collections, Multilingual image retrieval
Multilingual image retrieval 77–82. See also Image indexing, Indexing of visual collections, Multilingual image indexing

Multilingual knowledge systems, Application of hermeneutics in 32–34

Museums websites 105–110

N

Name authority control in UK repositories 196–201

Names project (UK) 196–201

NanoNetBase, Search queries from 185–189

Natural phenomena classification 235–240
– Planetary classification 239–240
– Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale 238–239

Noesis (Husserl’s phenomenological approach component) 250–255
– Applied on mailboxes images analysis 252–253
– Applied on social tagging analysis 253–254
– Definition 250–251

Non-Sense (Concept), In discourse community 302–306. See also Sense (Concept)

O

Objectivity in classification process 22–27

Ontology of legal resources 63–68

P

PBS.org/teachersource 15–21

Personal classification schemes 137–142

Peschl’s Modes of knowing, As learning objects classification structure 18–19

Phenomena classification model 203–209

Philosophy, Relationship with knowledge organization 1

Prelinger Library’s collections classification structure 22–27

Public administrations, E-mail management practices in 347–352

PubMed 320–324

Q

Qualitative digitization, As a document representational practice 111–116

R

Records management 295–301

Reference resources classification 151–155

Research publications
– From international collaboration 310
– In non-US institutions 309–310
– In US-only institutions 308

S

Schellenberg’s models for archives 118–120

Scientific classification 235–240
– Comparison with bibliographical classification 235–236, 240

Search engines, As tools for specialized translation 374–380

Search support systems design 151–155

Searching behaviour 184–189

Semantic structure of hypertext systems 177–183

Semantic Web 222–227

Sense (Concept), In discourse community 302–306. See also Non-Sense (Concept)

Seven Epitomes (Qi lüe 七略) 275–280
– Analysis of classes 276–277
– Origins and history 277–278

Sign language
– Indexing of 284–287
– Metadata 282–287
– On the Web 282–283

Similarity assessment and conceptual coherence 3–7

Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) 36–41

SKOS 36–41

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 307–312

Social bookmarking 320–324

Social sciences theories, Classification of 203–209

Social semantics 229–233. See also Intertextual semantics

Social software/knowledge technologies 216–221

Social tagging 320–324. See also Tagging
– In communities of practice 313–318
– Of Web documents 118–123

Spanish publications, Terminological analysis of 341–343

Speech Act theory 350–351

Standard practices in indexing, In opposition with local indexing practices 289–293

Structure of information organization frameworks 262–268

Subject cataloguing
– Of Web documents 118–123

Subjectivity in classification 22–27, 256–260
T
Tagging 164–169. See also Social tagging
  – Convergence of (Concept) 167–168
  – Stability of (Concept) 165–167
Tags, As search tool 320–324
Taxonomy checklist applied to corporate websites design 157–160
Tecktonik killer community, Use of social tagging in 316–318
Terminological information on the Web 374–380
Text mining systems 307–312
Theories Classification model 203–209
Thesaurus. See also Bilingual thesaurus, Compendex Thesaurus, INSPEC Thesaurus, Thesaurus construction, Thesaurus development
  – As tool for search terms mapping 184–189
  – Of water-related topics 190–194
Thesaurus construction, Semi-automatic management of 43–49
Thesaurus development for the Humanities 70–76
Translation
  – Of the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 98–103
  – Use of terminological tools for 374–380
Trust in epistemology (Concept) 217
Trust in social software/knowledge technologies (Concept) 218–219

U
Uncontrolled vocabularies, Use for image indexing 77–82. See also Controlled vocabularies
United Kingdom, Name authority services 196–201
Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) 50–54
Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) Medicine Class, Restructuration of 50–54
Uruguayan publications, Terminological analysis of 341, 345

V
Variations Project (Indiana University) 127–129
Visual collections, Organization of 289–293
VisualLCSH 170–176. See also LCSH Tree
Vocabulary mapping of reference resources 151–155

W
Warrant (Concept) 222–227
  – In Library and Information studies 222–224
  – On the semantic Web 224–227
Warrant in classification (Concept) 235–240
Water-related terminology 190–194
Water resource management in Mexico 190–194
Websites internal organization, Use of facets for 105–110
Wittgenstein’s Language Games theory, As framework for controlled vocabulary development 354–359